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Santiago Canyon College’s Teachers for Tomorrow Club (TFTC) , sent two                         

representatives to the Student California Teachers Association (SCTA) Fall                                 

Leadership Conference on November 2-3.  SCTA organized a dynamic and                          

information filled conference at the San Diego Marriot Mission Valley. Students from 

across California were attendance, representing campuses such as; Sacramento 

State University, Humboldt State, Chaffey College, Cal State Fullerton, as well as 

Santa Ana College, plus many more!   

The Teachers for Tomorrow Club is a local chapter of SCTA.  TFTC members are also 

members of SCTA; for a nominal fee they have access to wealth of information and 

resources that focus on their future profession.   

Our two TFTC members who attended the conference were Margarita  Hernandez 

(Vice-President) and Yvette Orellana (Secretary).  They are pictured below, with       

advisor Maria Chaidez.   

Some of the workshop topics focused on 

areas, such as, identifying one’s vision and 

core values. Understanding unionism,                    

bringing humanity back to the classroom,                

discussions on the Women’s movement, 

and community organizing to name a few. 

As a recognized chapter of SCTA, we were 

recognized and awarded $100 for the club.   

The students also had opportunities to            

network, win raffle prizes and have fun!   

November/December  2013 

From left: Margarita Hernandez,                  

Maria Chaidez , Yvette Orellana 

Top photo: Margarita (left) and Yvette (far right) are 

enjoying a group photo after their scavenger hunt.  

 Right photo: General session workshop.  
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Everything You Need to Know about the CBEST  

The California Basic Educational Skills Test™ (CBEST®) was developed to meet requirements of laws relating to                

credentialing and employment. This test requirement does not replace any of the other requirements of subject matter 

knowledge, professional preparation, and practice teaching or field experience applicable to the issuance of                 

credentials. The CBEST is designed to test basic reading, mathematics, and writing skills found to be important for the 

job of an educator; the test is not designed to measure the ability to teach those skills. 

The CBEST consist of three sections: Reading, Mathematics and Writing. You may take 1, 2 or all 3 sections  in single 

test session; you do not have to pass all 3 sections in a single test administration.   

You are highly encouraged to take the CBEST as soon as you successfully complete your college level Math (105) and 

English (101).   

Content Computer-based test (CBT) and paper-based test (PBT) options:  

• Reading section: 50 multiple-choice questions 

• Mathematics section: 50 multiple-choice questions 

• Writing section: 2 essays 

Passing Scores A total score of 123 for all 3 sections 

Preparation PDF practice guides are available through this link:  

http://www.ctcexams.nesinc.com/PM_CBEST.asp 

Dates Computer-Based Testing 

By appointment, year-round. Monday-Saturday 

(excluding some holidays). Test appointments are 

accepted on a first-come, first-serve basis, and       

seating is limited.  

Paper-Based Testing 

Test Date                                    Deadline to Register 

January 11, 2014                       December 13, 2013                 

March 8, 2014                            February 7, 2014 

May 3, 2014                                April 4, 2014                           

July 12, 2014                               June 13, 2014 

Fees Computer-Based Testing 

$41 test fee per registration 

$61 CBT service fee (in addition to test fee) 

Paper-Based Testing 

$41 test fee 

$198 late registration (in addition to test fee) 

$35 emergency registration (in addition to test fee)  

Session Length Computer-Based Testing 

4 ours for 1, 2, or all 3 sections, including 15 min-

utes to complete a nondisclosure agreement and 

tutorial.  

Paper-Based Testing 

4 hours for 1, 2, or all 3 sections. Reporting time for 

all PBT centers is 7:30am.    

Test Results Computer-Based Testing  

Unofficial test results for Reading and Mathematics 

sections are provided at conclusion of testing. Test 

results are available within  2 weeks of testing.  

Paper-Based Testing 

Test results are available approximately 3 weeks af-

ter testing.  



On Sunday, October 6, 2013; the Teachers for Tomorrow Club 

joined hundreds of walkers for the American Cancer Society’s 

Making Strides Against Breast Cancer 5k at Costa Mesa’s 

Segerstrom Center for the Arts.   

 

The club members spent the month 

prior fundraising; they developed a                    

design for a T-shirt that represented 

their support for Professor Janis Perry 

who is a breast cancer  survivor.   

 

With the fundraising efforts of the club 

members, advisor Maria Chaidez and 

Professor Perry;  the entire team was 

able to raise $1, 070.   

 

This fundraiser has kick started the club’s efforts to raise money and increase their involvement and                        

visibility in our local community.    

Future Teachers for a Cure!  
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From right: Janis Perry, Jessica Elias, Stephanie                  

Ramirez, Heather Kyriss,  and Vanessa Gomez 

From right: Jessica Elias, Janis Perry, Jack Perry, 

Stephanie Ramirez– Smiling at the Finish Line!  

Girl Power on display!  

We’re On the Job Hunt for You!   

A May 2013 article from the Washington Post described a study from the Federal Reserve Bank of 

New York citing that only 27 percent of college grads had a job that was closely related to their                        

major.   

We encourage you to start getting related experience; work in a school, or an afterschool program 

and begin making those vital connections to professionals.  Get that insiders perspective in the                  

education profession.   

The PTTP staff has developed a Job Binder that is updated weekly with good paying positions                      

working with children/youth.  To learn more, stop by D-104-S.  We are located next to the Transfer 

Center.   Job Binder available in D-104-S 
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The Importance of Listening to Non-Verbal Messages 

Here's a startling fact: some sixty-five percent of what we 
communicate is conveyed through our body  language, 
pitch, volume, and tone of voice. The words we select 
(sometimes so carefully and thoughtfully) only comprise 
around thirty percent of the message that our audience 
receives. We reveal clues to our unspoken intentions or 
feelings through our physical behavior--through body                 
posture, gestures, facial expressions, and eye movements. 
This is typically subconscious behavior that provides clues 
about attitude or state of mind. 
Coaching happens in conversation, so for coaches, this 
means we need to pay acute attention to body language, in 
addition to the words our client says. I've noticed that        
non-verbal cues are often what give me the deepest insight 
into what's going on with a coachee--and when I've felt 
stuck about what to do or say next, it's because I haven't 
been paying close attention to the 
non-verbal clues. Like all other 
coaching strategies, this is a skill 
that you can strengthen and de-
velop if it doesn't come instinc-
tively to you. Here's what to pay 
attention to: 
 

Start with the face. Notice brows, 
furrowed brows, a set jaw, 
pinched lips, lack of eye   contact. 
Our facial expressions reveal a 
great deal about how we feel. So if 
you've asked the teacher you're coaching if he'd be willing 
to use a different instructional approach in his next lesson, 
and he's nodding his head and saying "Yes, I can do that," 
but his lips are tight, his brow is curling inward and he's 
looking away from you, his words might not be aligned to 
his true feelings.  
 

Arms are also telling indicators. Crossing your arms over 
your chest can mean you're cold, or that you're feeling 
nervous, defensive, or protective of yourself. Furthermore, 
if you see that your client unfolds his arms, that can also 
mean he's opening up, feeling less nervous. 
 

Shoulders also reveal an internal story. Hunched, curled 
over, open and relaxed--we unconsciously move our torso 
into ways that reflect how we're feeling. If a client leans 
towards you while you're talking, that can be an indicator 
that he or she is receptive and engaged. If he or she leans 
backwards, that can indicate wanting to move away from 
you.  

Other non-verbal indicators cues such as sighing are powerful 
messages. When a client I'm talking to exhales in a loud sigh, I 
always take note.  Something is going on. She might be feeling 
relieved, she might have just had an important understanding, 
she might be processing emotions that would be worth                            
surfacing and  discussion. I start by just noticing these cues. 
That's where you start--just notice what your client does while 
you're talking, notice the body language. It is important to                
recognize that there are cultural and gender differences in how 
we communicate non-verbally. But before you get into                             
interpretation or trying to understand what all of those are, 
you just need to notice. In my mind this sounds like: Client is 

leaning back in chair and gazing at the ceiling...Now she's 

dropped her head into her hands and is rubbing her                                

temples...Client is smiling and nodding...Client has crossed her 

legs and folded her arms over her chest.... 
What do you do with all this noticing? 
Sometimes you ask about what you're 
observing. For example, if you've made 
a suggestion, and you notice that                   
although the teacher says, "Okay, I'll do 
that tomorrow," (perhaps in a choppy 
tone of voice) and he's folded his arms, 
leaned back, and his face has become 
expressionless, you might say, "I hear 
that you're willing to try this, and I'm 
noticing that you've crossed arms, 
you're leaning away from me, and the 
expression on your face makes me 

think you're not as willing as you're saying. Is something going 
on that might be helpful to talk about?" 
Many of the big breakthroughs I've had with clients have been 
a result of my observations of their non-verbal communication. 
This has opened up conversations into underlying feelings,       
beliefs and ways of being that otherwise might not have                        
surfaced. I know that when we're beginning to coach, we are 
often focused intensely on listening to what a client says--on 
the words he's selecting--and what we say. A strong listening 
practice is essential in coaching--and it also includes listening to 
non-verbal language. 
 

By Elena Aguilar  For Education Week  Online News Blog  on December 2, 2013  

 (Keynote Speaker for the SCC Future Teacher’s Conference  Spring 2013)  

Elena Aguilar, an experienced K-12 educator, is a 

transformational leadership coach in the Oakland, 

Calif., school district. Her book The Art of Coach-

ing, on transforming schools through instructional 

and leadership coaching, will be published by 

Jossey-Bass in spring 2013. 


